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About This Content

Revisit Chicago in a brand new Watch_Dogs adventure!
Play as T-Bone Grady, the legendary and eccentric hacker and Aiden Pearce's trusted comrade. Now on the run from Blume, T-

Bone only has two choices: flee and start a new life elsewhere, or fight Blume to save an old friend. Face your shady past on
your road to redemption.

New features:
• Play as T-Bone Grady in 10 new campaign missions.

• Discover many new locations, like T-Bone’s new hideout or Blume’s secret office.
• Fight with various new tools like T-Bone’s remote-controlled car, deadly armed cameras and brand new hacks.

• Experience a new dynamic system of side missions that offer players endless hours of challenges to unlock new perks, collect
cash and increase your reputation in Chicago’s gang world.

• Enjoy the brand new 2 player online co-op mode with a friend or in public match making.
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Title: Watch_Dogs - Bad Blood
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Ubisoft
Publisher:
Ubisoft
Release Date: 30 Sep, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista (SP2), Windows 7 (SP1) or Windows 8 (Please note that we only support 64 bit OSs.)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad Q8400 @ 2.66Ghz or AMD Phenom II X4 940 @ 3.0Ghz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 graphics card with 1 GB Video RAM - Nvidia Geforce GTX 460 or AMD Radeon HD 5770

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 25 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Sound Card with Latest Drivers

Additional Notes: Broadband connection and service required for multiplayer mode. Supported Video Cards at Time of
Release: nVidia GeForce GTX460 or better, GT500, GT600, GT700 series; AMD Radeon HD5850 or better, HD6000,
HD7000, R7 and R9 series Intel® Iris™ Pro HD 5200

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Hungarian,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Swedish
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i love these kinda games and it looks good but c'mon i shouldnt have to go on every floor trying every door to try find anything
whats so ever, idk i probs\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665up and walked right past it but a bit f a clue would be
nice... So i played this for 10 minutes and my conclussion is clear. Is this a typical game for a free mini game website. Does this
fit on steam? uuhm i would say no.
Lets tell where its all about; its a puzzle on time when you need to build the castle, on the way they already showed. It's on time
but also so much going on, like people who are attacking your castle and rain what blocks u to build. You need to focus on so
many things!
I dont have the feeling that i spent my money well. I payed to much if u ask me. I prefer this game on a free website and not on
steam, not even an achievment. But you can earn prices and more levels so yeah... nice try but no..

UPDATE 7 januari 2015 23:05:
For now it's too simple for a steam game, i hope they update in the future with more features so its more a complicated game
with more possibilities so it's more worth it!. Useless for me (huge lags, it might be my router's fault) but it cost like $3. Ok. Its
nothing great, you cant even do anything else than watching around. (took me about 2 minutes to figure that out - controllers are
not needed)
The whole experience including this 2 minutes of finding out how to do anything was aout 5 minutes.
I am used to Horror (both movies and games) and yes, i shaked a little bit 2 times. It uses cheap mechanisms, but honestly even
if you expect them, it gets you in VR.

- buy that short experience for that 1Eur
- it shows what is possible within VR and Horrorgames
- dont expect a game or anything like that
- show it to people who experience VR the first time and scare the♥♥♥♥♥♥out of them:D:D. In, out and beat in two hours,
not a bad looking game. I enjoyed the narration.
might go back and see how many other ways I can die.

. multiplayer doesnt work, even thouh it specifically says its multiplayer... dont buy this game, the single player is horrendous. i
downloaded the season pass but i cant play banned footage :( help pls
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[EDIT]
Originally I did not recommend this software due to lack of flexibility and lack of documentation. However I did not give up
and entered into the LUA Scripting and C++ Programming section of the engine and it surpised me on how flexible the engine
suddenly became. So I edit this review with the mindset that if you have previous programming experience and stick through it
along the learning curve this engine might really surprise you. As for lack of documentation, there are some sites on the Internet
which although obscure, are very informative. I made this custom google search for those who have queries regarding the API,
so just enter the terms here (example "entity sound") : 
https:\/\/www.google.com.mt\/cse\/publicurl?cx=017013921599352745160:llms9o4nwxu

[ORIGINAL]
It's a good engine but still hugely lacks documentation and support for newcomers. The process is not at all streamlined and you
are going to have a hard time trying to create anything other than an FPS. Also, import pipelines for popular 3d model types are
still non-existent and trying to import custom models requires substantial effort and work.. I dont know what to say, almost
everything told already by people here...
Just big support and love.

. quot;0.13 for a beta...nice ?" 3/100 ~IGN

. Kurlik kurlik kurlik kurlik kurlik kurlik!. Great Start look forward to see where you take this.. It's defintaly not an easy game
to finish.

Some of the puzzles are very intricate and there's no hints, so expect to get stuck and have to look at a walkthrough. The fixed
resolution is a tad annoying from the perspective of using the steam overlay but other then that you'd not notice. The graphics
are detailed, it's just quite bare, an example is that you only interact with about 8 characters.

All in all it's a simple game that lasts a few hours, would I recommend buying it? Not a full price anyway. I think I'd spend a
little more money and invest in Machinarium over this. No Skills to upgrade, upgrading towers does not do much, not enough
starting funds, stay well away from this tower defence game.. Quar is a great example of the beginning of strategy games for
VR. The art and graphics and great even if the title sounds weird. Getting to move around the battlefield and scale yourself
down to the size of the soldiers really makes the case for this being a VR game. The number of units and complexity of the
actual battles doesn't live up to modern strategy games, but the ability to be in the world makes up for that. I can see this as a
stepping stone to even more compelling VR strategy games and I'm happy to support the developers taking a chance in this early
wild west of VR.. A simple but great brawl game with my favorite childhood bruiser characters... and it has the original
soundtrack too. Simple amazing.. Starts a bit slow, but gets addictive really fast.

The steady upgrade system allows you to delve deeper into the Nebula whenever you want, so you can take your time with the
main quest and keep on pillaging the shallowish depths.

The bad accuracy on the starting pistol is a bit annoying, but you get the poison pistol soon, which has better aim.

Artstyle is super pretty.
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